
HOW TO WRITE AN APPLICATION FOR JOB EMAIL SCAMS

Sometimes, it can be hard to tell if a job is real or a scam. Here are some tip-offs to help you identify fake job offers and
avoid job scams.

Identify fraud and identity theft is a worrying trend. In , over , students were targeted â€” with over half
handing over cash, totally unaware they had been scammed. Ann Jernigan; you are required to set up a yahoo
mail account mail. This is less an advance-fee fraud and more outright extortion, but a reward can sometimes
be offered in the form of the "hitman" offering to kill the man who ordered the original hit on the victim. The
reply address is a Gmail email address and the message wasn't addressed to me. This scam abuses a legitimate
employer's identity. Fraudsters pose as employers and ask for personal information, bank statements, passport
details, and driving licences as pre-employment checks. But these are the major scams I've discovered.
Typically they are aimed for foreign men looking for brides from CIS. The Fifth Third Bank brand, name, and
logo have been frequently exploited in this scam. The obvious giveaway is poor spelling or grammar in job
adverts, and a generally amateurish look. They are instructed to deposit the check, keep some of the money for
themselves, and send the rest of the money to someone else via Western Union or Money Gram. We will also
give you the freedom to work from home. I've seen a website that looks like it's from Google Google's logo is
on the site and the name Google is widely used on the site , but it definitely was not Google because, although
Google's name was in the URL, it was in the wrong place in the URL, and the site most definitely was not
google. Legitimate companies will cover any necessary transfer or software costs. When the first few scams
were reported, ZipRecruiter took action and offered some advice, which included having Jane limit her resume
visibility by removing it from the resume database that employers can access. In some cases, they may tempt
you by offering you a job right away. During the weeks that followed, Jane received more than 20 different
scam offers, including some that were sent via text message. The email itself raised red flags with Jane, but the
request for personal information is what confirmed the offer as fake â€” as no legitimate company would
request such information before hiring a person, or solicit it via email. Once again, these unsolicited job offers
are not legitimate; no company will offer you a job without even knowing who you are. Spear phishing Spear
phishing targets a specific person or enterprise, as opposed to random application users. As such, they've
continued to refine and improve, their systems to address the issue. Money muling scams involve someone
known to students asking them to pay money into their account, and then transfer it back to them
electronically to earn a small fee for doing so. These can include spelling mistakes or changes to domain
names, as seen in the earlier URL example. All Jane has to do is run errands, essentially collecting packages
and shipping them off to another address. Ask questions and pay close attention to the answers. Get their
emails. An attacker sending out thousands of fraudulent messages can net significant information and sums of
money, even if only a small percentage of recipients fall for the scam. When you receive your job offer,
compare the salary package online with similar job roles. The Nigerian Senate emblem is sometimes used in
this scam. The websites looks great, but the employer or job board don't really exist. In this scam, the real
employer doesn't have anything to do with the posting. Posing as the marketing director, the attacker emails a
departmental project manager PM using a subject line that reads, Updated invoice for Q3 campaigns. Vague
Job Description Scammers try to make their fake job offers seems legit by listing job requirements. Some
scam emails will look like they come from real companies.


